
St. Barnabas’ Ranmore 

III. The Geology of  

the Stones used         

in the Church

 SERMONS IN STONES

“You will find something greater in the woods than in 

books. The trees and rocks will teach you what you 

cannot hear from human teachers.”                                       

               BERNARD OF CLEARVAUX (1090–1153)

“And this our life, exempt from public haunts, finds 

tongues in trees, books in running brooks, sermons in 

stones and good in everything.”

                                              

These notes were first prepared by the late Richard 

Butler, the first President of the MVGS, and the late 

Pauline Pitkin, a founder member of the MVGS. Their 

original version has been embellished by Richard Selley. 

INTRODUCTION  St Barnabas’ church was designed by 

Sir George Gilbert Scott and built in 1859 by George 

Cubitt MP, First Baron Ashcombe. Pevsner damns it with 

faint praise thus “By Sir George Gilbert Scott, or one of 

his assistants, at his best. The church is hard and compe-

tent, and makes no attempt to achieve anything but a 

19C effect.”  St Barnabas is now, however, listed Grade II* 

putting this church among the ten percent of the most 

interesting and most important buildings in the country. 

The geology of churches has become a field of detailed 

study in recent years. St Barnabas is a cornucopia of rock 

types. This should come of no surprise for two reasons. 

First, George Cubitt’s Uncle William was a Fellow of the 

Geological Society of London. William Cubitt FGS, jointly 

with Sir Richard Owen, first Director of the Natural 

SHAKESPEARE – As You Like It

History Museum and inventor of the word ‘dinosaur’, 

read a paper to the Geological Society of London on the 

discovery of a new species of pliosaur, Polyptychus 

interuptus, found in one of the Cubitts’ Dorking quarries 

and now in the care of Dorking Museum.                                     

Secondly, geology was an essential part of the 

educational curriculum of the children of Victorian 

gentry. Shakespeare’s phrase “sermons in stones” was 

widely appreciated, as this church illustrates. There is 

little doubt that George Cubitt was geologically well-

informed by osmosis from his Uncle William as well as 

the wider Victorian world.  St Barnabas is built of rocks 

from Surrey, from further afield in Great Britain, and 

from abroad. All three classes of rock are represented, 

igneous (produced by magma cooling and crystal-lizing), 

metamorphic (literally ‘changed’, by heat and/or 

pressure) and sedimentary (deposited mud, sand lime & 

gravel). Though the local sedimentary rocks are of 

Cretaceous age (deposited 140-65 million years ago) 

others range in age back to the Precambrian (formed 

over 550 million years ago).

THE BEDROCK  St Barnabas’ Church is built on the Late 

Cretaceous Chalk ridge of the North Downs. Along the 

crest of ridge the Chalk is overlain by a discontinuous 

formation known as ‘Clay-with-flints’. It is just that and, 

according to the Geological Survey Sheet Memoir No. 

286, is some 34ft thick. Here the unit consists of 28 foot 

of flint pebble bed overlain by 6ft of mixed gravel, sand & 

clay. Serendipitously, at the time of the field trip excava-

tions for the new toilet block reveal this formation in all 

its flinty glory.

THE EXTERIOR  The church is built of Bath Stone, stucco 

and flint cobbles. Bath Stone is a popular building stone 

forming part of the Great Oolite rock unit that crops out 

in the Cotswolds. It is described by quarrymen as ashlar 

freestone (Freestone is a stone which can be cut in all 

direction. Ashlar is a stone that can be worked to a fine 

surface, thus greatly reducing the amount of mortar 

required). For a geologist, however, Bath Stone is a 

limestone (a sedimentary rock composed of calcium 

carbonate. CaCO ). This particular variety is made of 3

ooids – rounded lime grains giving the rock the appear-

ance of the roe of a fish. It was deposited in a warm 

shallow sea akin to  the modern Bahamas during the 

Late Jurassic (160-140 million years ago). Stucco, a 

mixture of lime and sand, was widely used by Thomas 

Cubitt in smart Belgravia buildings, as a simulated 

natural stone.                             

The flint cobbles are of particular interest. Flint is a 

variety of chert (Silica, Si0 ), and is ubiquitous in layers 2

and nodules in the Upper Chalk of the North Downs and 

beyond. Flint formed within the marine lime mud of the 

Chalk after it had been deposited some 110-65 million 

years ago. It in fills burrows, replaces fossils,  and some-

times complete strata of chalk. Whereas St Martin’s 

Church in Dorking is faced by cubically knapped flints, St 

Barnabas is faced with flint cobbles. The cobbles are well 

rounded, size graded and covered with ‘chatter’ marks. 

These indicate multiple subaqueous impact such as 

occurs when pebbles are transported along a river or on 

a beach. The cobbles are certainly not derived from the 

underlying Clay-with-Flints that covers Ranmore 

Common. It has been speculated that they were take 

from the Chesil Beach in Dorset. Where else might a 

supply of well rounded graded flint cobbles be found and 

easily accessed? Transport may have been by sea and 

canal to Guildford, the last part of their journey being by 

rail to Dorking. The line was built in 1849. (The 

Abbotsbury Branch line was not completed until 1885 

long after the church was built in 1859)

THE SOUTH ENTRANCE PORCH The walls and doorway 

are made of Bath Stone. The pillars are of Peterhead 

granite and the step is made of a single slab of Cornish 

granite. (Granite is an igneous rock formed from slowly 

cooling magma deep inside the earth. Slow cooling 

allows minerals to grow to a large size. Granite is 

composed of clear crystals of quartz, pink, off-white and 

grey feldspar, and lath-shaped black shiny mica.)



THE INTERIOR  The walls are made of Bath Stone with 

four courses of Portland Stone, at different levels, 

running round. Portland Stone comes from Portland 

Island in Dorset. This is a white oolitic limestone of Late 

Jurassic age that formed in warm shallow seas similar to 

those in which the slightly older Bath Stone was depos-

ited.

WINDOWS OF THE NAVE   Alternating pairs of columns in 

Cork Red marble and Connemara Green marble. Marble 

is formed by the metamorphism of limestone. Cork Red 

is a marble composed of fragmented and re-cemented 

limestone of Carboniferous age (350-320 million years 

old). Connemara Green is a serpentiferous marble of 

Precambrian Age from Clifton, Galway. 

THE FONT is of Red Cornish serpentine on a limestone 

plinth. Serpentine is a metamorphic rock rich in iron and 

magnesium with a characteristic soapy feel.

THE PULPIT is made of Red Mansfield Stone. This is fine-

grained well-sorted red sandstone of Permian age (280-

250 million years ago).  The colour and fine uniform 

texture of this sandstone indicate deposition from sand 

dunes in a desert; conditions that prevailed at that time, 

not only in Mansfield, but across most of the Earth. The 

pulpit is embellished with alabaster medallions of the 

four Evangelists. Alabaster is a fine-grained form of 

gypsum (hydrated calcium sulphate – also known as 

plaster of Paris. CaSO .2H O). It is usually white but here 4 2

is variegated due to the presence of naturally occurring 

mineral impurities.) The plinth of the Pulpit is of French 

Campon Rose and Campon Mélange marble, both from 

the same quarry. The short columns surrounding the 

pulpit are Italian serpentine. The base is Spanish 

Brocatella. This is a skeletal limestone and shell fish can 

be seen in it.

THE CROSSING  The arcade beneath the vaulted tower 

dome is decorated with polished granite and marble 

pillars.

THE CHANCEL has tall shafts of Shap Granite. This is a 

very famous building stone from Westmoreland, 

Geophantasmogram to illustrate the formation of igneous, 
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks. From: Wilson, in Read, 
1944. Reproduced from Proceedings of The Geologists’ 
Association, H.H. Read, Meditations on Granite. 
Part 2, LV, 45-93 © 1944. 

SERVICES

Services are normally held at 11 a.m. on the first Sunday of the 
month – Matins; the second Sunday – Holy Communion;  the 
fourth Sunday – Matins and most services follow the Book of 
Common Prayer. The Parish of Ranmore is sparsely populated 
and most of the small but faithful congregation come from 
surrounding parishes to experience the special ambience of 
this church.

New members are always welcome and 
you can find out more about life at          
St Barnabas in the monthly newsletter 
which can be found on our website  
 

our second website, has details of the 
men named on the war memorial and 
the background history of the Denbies 
Estate and Ranmore.

www.achurchnearyou.com/
ranmore-st-barnabas

www.ranmorewarmemorial.info

 instantly recognisable because of its large pink feldspar 

crystals. There are also clusters of short marble shafts of 

Cork Red and Connemara Green marble.

THE ALTAR is of white Italian marble with gold leaf 

decoration. The altar back is dark Connemara marble.

THE CUBITT CHAPEL IN THE SOUTH TRANSEPT

In the chapel which is memorial to the three Cubitt 

brothers who died in World War I the altar piece, altar 

and pavement are of Greek marble. The white marble is 

Pentelic marble and the altar piece is Verde antico. The 

front of the altar and the dark tile in the pavement are 

Greek Cipollino marble, cut to show a pattern. The 

carved reredos is made of Beer Stone from Devon. This is 

a limestone band that occurs within the Late Cretaceous 

Chalk. It is made of smashed up fossil shells. Most chalk is 

too soft to be used for building, but it does occasionally 

contain hard strata that can resist weathering. The 

nearby caves at Chapel Farm, for example, were exca-

vated to produce building stone from a local horizon in 

the chalk known somewhat unimaginatively as the Chalk 

Rock. (These abandoned caves are now an important bat 

roost).

On the wall opposite the altar the memorial tablet which 

commemorates the three Cubitt brothers who survived 

is made of green Westmoreland slate. This was originally 

deposited as volcanic ash that settled out under the sea. 

The resultant mud was then deeply buried and meta-

morphosed into slate of Ordovician age (some 480-440 

million years ago).

THE REREDOS of cream Alabaster extends the full width 

of the Chancel within the Sanctuary. It is decorated with 

gold leaf, Cork Red and Connemara Green marble. Note 

the use of translucent Alabaster in the “frame” edges 

above the altar.
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